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************************** Visual Code Smith is the shareware version of VcTester, a white-box test tool for C source codes. It provides three major components: Editor: It provides highlighted display of key words, prompted input, jump and rebound of symbol definition, display
call trees, generate framework codes, etc. Debugger: It supports integrated build construction, breakpoint setup, single-step trace, view and modification of variables, and fast view of parameters called by functions and corresponding return value. Tester: It supports script test
driver (reading and writing C variables and calling C functions), scripted test data building, project-based management of test suites and test cases, debug or formal run test cases. Comprehensive functions: *It supports all C, C++ and CSE languages. *It supports the editing of
syntax highlighting. *It supports the debug of function calls, and includes online debugging. *It offers user friendly interface. *It provides strong integration functions for external utilities. *It offers powerful expandability. *It provides strong functions in source code editing and
offers edge-cutting functions of scripted debugging and single-step tracing, so that users can easily build a debugging environment with CSE scripts, and the debugging process is online and visual, as what you see is what you get. *It provides strong functions in source code
editing, including syntax highlighting and cross-references to key words. It provides various editing functions including focus editing, rectangle editing, text editing, find-in-files, completion, etc. It also supports regular expression search. *It supports project management with
configurations and environments for project creation, packaging, deployment, debugging, deployment, etc. *It supports integrated debugging for multiple projects and environment. *It supports use of the workspace for testing. *It provides support for scripted test data
building and testing. *It provides strong functions in script writing, including looping, tabular data input/output, user-defined functions, etc. *It provides debug parameters for debugger, including object view and the position of variables. *It supports standard tests. *It provides
integration of C debugger tools such as VC6, VC7, VC8, VcTester, DevMate and wxWidgets. *It offers a compact and easy-to-use interface. *It supports strong integration with external utilities. *It offers powerful expandability
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Keyword Macro can be used to identify a key word in source code. Example: // Include key macro. #define FILE #include "SFile.h" // Keyword is the "FILE". SFile* sf = new SFile; @end example If the definition of sf is replaced by "FILE" in a source file, it will not be selected in
the selection of key words. Error codes are provided to communicate problems to users. Core project of Visual C++ The core project provides the foundational framework and support services for Visual C++. It includes the build engine, project files, namespaces and other
tools that ensure you can use Visual C++ as a framework for building applications. It is the most basic of the four product components, and it is provided as a separate product so that you can use it without a commercial license of Visual Studio. Visual C++ A desktop
application to create and manipulate C++ projects. Visual Studio includes the project editor, build automation, and other tools for building, compiling, and debugging your C++ code. Visual C++ Language Packs Visual C++ Language Packs are language packs which include
all the files of the Visual Studio C++ project (.proj files, C/C++ files, files from lib, includes and other files). Visual C++ Language Packs will not include other files. Visual C++ Redistributable Libraries Visual Studio includes the C/C++ redistributable libraries (.lib and.dll) for
your project. You can download them from Microsoft Visual C++ redistributable and install them in your system to solve system path errors. Visual C++ Run-Time Libraries Visual Studio includes the C/C++ run-time libraries (.lib and.dll) for your project. You can download
them from Microsoft Visual C++ run-time redistributable and install them in your system to solve system path errors. Visual C++ Redistributable Updates Visual Studio includes updates to Visual C++ redistributable libraries (.lib and.dll) for your project. You can download
them from Microsoft Visual C++ redistributable and install them in your system to solve system path errors. Core project of Visual C++ Team System The core project provides the foundational framework and support services for Visual C++ Team System. It includes the build
engine, project files, namespaces and other tools that ensure 2edc1e01e8
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VcSmith is a source code editor for Visual C/C++, based on Source Insight and can be used as a standalone editor to support the source code editing functions of VC/C++. The following functions can be added: * display call trees, display call stacks, highlighted keywords *
detailed display of variables, listing local variables and function parameters * display/set breakpoint information and breakpoint option * advanced debugger support for single-step, single-line trace, variable and parameter views * help on key code elements and on the use of
debugging and scripting * built-in support for ANSI, Win32, generic UNICODE, Linux and *nix systems * users can create and add their own views and code fragments * users can create their own debugging and scripting commands, or use existing commands * users can add
their own debugging, scripting and help command documentation * users can create their own debug and scripting drivers * users can create their own test cases, and can run the scripts to test code, data and algorithms * users can build standard, code-based tests or tests of
algorithms with or without data input/output. The built-in test scripts are written in script test driver, which is called by tester VcSmith supports the following language: C, C++, CSE (Common Specification for Embedded Engineers), VB, D Windows 98, 2000, XP, Vista, 2008,
7, Vista with SP1, 7 with SP1 64-bit editions of Visual Studio 6, 7, 8 Visual Studio 2003, 2005, 2008, 2010 Visual Studio.NET 2005, 2008, 2010 Visual Studio for the Office System 2005, 2008, 2010 Visual Studio Express 2005, 2008, 2010 Visual Studio for Mac 2005, 2008, 2010
Apple XCode 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 XEmacs 7.1, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 Linux Kernel 2.6.12.8, 2.6.12.9, 2.6.13.6, 2.6.14.5, 2.6.17.9, 2.6.22.18 You do not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. Re: VcSmith VS2008 - just installed it.
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What's New in the VcSmith?

VcSmith (Visual Code Smith) is a shareware version of VcTester which is a white-box test tool for C source codes to facilitate the use of Visual Studio C/C++ (VC6, VC7 or VC8). It offers three major components: editor, debugger, and tester. The editor is similar to
SourceInsight, it supports C, C++, and CSE languages, offers highlighted display of key words, prompted input, jump and rebound of symbol definition, display call trees, generate framework codes, etc. The debugger supports integrated build construction, breakpoint setup,
single-step trace, view and modification of variables, and fast view of parameters called by functions and corresponding return value. The tester supports script test driver (reading and writing C variables and calling C functions), scripted test data building, project-based
management of test suites and test cases, debug or formal run test cases. We recommend that you use VcSmith with VC (Visual C/C++ and Visual Studio development kit are products of Microsoft). If it is not used with VC, including VC6, VC7, and VC8, only the source code
editor functions in VcSmith will function normally. Different from some programming environments (such as Source Insight), VcSmith offers strong functions in source code editing and provides edge-cutting functions of scripted debugging and single-step tracing, so that users
can easily build a debugging environment with CSE scripts, and the debugging process is online and visual, as what you see is what you get. What's more, VcSmith also supports standard tests, and scripts building and triggering calls can be repeatedly used in standard tests.
Online debugging supported by VcSmith is a highlight of the software. Online debugging means that the program under test need not restart during the course of debugging, and all debugging operations are online, so that various driver scripts can be written and debugged
continuously, and bug locating, debugging result viewing, and debugging script re-optimizing can be done online, which can greatly improve the programming efficiency. VcSmith features a very simple, easy interface. The learning costs are very low. Meanwhile, it offers
strong integration functions for external utilities, which further extends the expandability of VcSmith as a general research and development platform. Please note that VcSmith does not support the debugging and testing of C++ codes, but only supports the coding, debugging
and testing of C language projects. In addition, the debugging and testing functions of VcSmith must be coordinated with the use of VC (VC6, VC7 and VC8). Installation: If you download VcSmith-VcTester-X86-3.10.exe file, you need to register it firstly, and you may choose
"Register by mail" option. Instructions of installation for VcSmith are as follows: Click on the
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System Requirements For VcSmith:

(Linux, Mac, and Windows) The r7RS /7.0/ by Simon Thompson, Free Software Foundation, available at is a Scheme implementation written in Scheme, at least for Scheme /R7RS/ /Scheme/R7RS/. The r7RS version of Scheme has been modified to include a large amount of
support for static typing. The R7RS Scheme includes high-performance closures, lexical closures, parallel iteration, and a number of R7RS Scheme libraries.
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